
Progress - 2011 

Strategic Intentions for 2011. 

 

The aim, for 2011, is to maintain momentum gathered in 2010 and get some high profile successes. 

To do this, we will try to move forward, where affordable, at every opportunity even if such progress 

is not immediately congruent with current work. We also welcome and are keen to cultivate 

cooperation with other similar projects to achieve either economy of scale or early acquisition of 

certain common-interest components.  
 

So where are we going in 2011? Mike Cooper is very conscious that we need to work smarter and 

with greater effect. To this end, we now have a presence on the locomotive every Saturday; on 

scheduled full workdays, is usually about 12, while on non-scheduled workdays about 3 to 4. It is 

also intended to start weekend working for major, pre-planned, tasks such as riveting. Whatever way 

we organise, our main effort must be to complete the bogie followed by the main axleboxes ready to 

receive the wheel sets and turn 1014’s frames into a rolling chassis. Locomotive-wise, we will 

modify the reverser reach rod and associated gear, concentrate on the construction of the cab and 

front spectacle plate to reflect the lower Network Rail loading gauge and overhaul the locomotive 

brake cross beams. We will investigate manufacture of the double blast pipe, seek out Lot 350 type 

inside motion and try to locate the holy grail of an undamaged 3-row superheater, as well as 

overhauling and assembling the locomotive and tender brake vacuum cylinders for which we hold the 

majority of components. In early 2011, our forged motion blanks will be delivered to Ufone in 

Dudley and during the year we will plan the machining of these and, with Richard Watkin the 

boilersmith at LNW Crewe, the work to convert our boiler.  

 

January 2011 
 

The month began with the completion of the 

link hanger brackets. Also completed, the pin 

for the reach rod/weighshaft connection. 

Donated by the Saint Project, were three 

locomotive brake cross beams and pull rods 

(from 4942 Maindy Hall). Subsequently they 

were derusted and primed. Gary Davies has 

checked the end stubs and sleeve bearings - the 

former are serviceable, but the latter need 

replacement.  
01/01/2011 - completed pin to connect weighshaft 

and reach rod. 
 

We are unable to proceed very far with the erection of cab sides owing to gauging issues. The 

Network Rail track design handbook was little help, so now we are examining the Railway Group 

Standard GE/RT8073 'Requirements for the Application of Standard Vehicle Gauges', which shows a 

kinematic envelope and a maximum height of 3965 mm (13 ft) for locomotives. In addition, we are 

talking to the Patriot project who have similar concerns and contacted Wayne Jones for confirmation 

of the gauging reference and allowable height, over which there is some disagreement. Once a 

template is received, we can formulate a plan for reducing the height of the cab roof and safety valve 

areas, plus any other necessary adjustments.  

 

In the meantime, the reverser pedestal has been welded to the reverser tower and work continues on 

the cab substructure, especially the left hand side. 
 

Receiving continued attention is the bogie. Remetaling of one of the eight bogie horn plates has been 

completed and it is now being machined. Two others require similar remedial attention.  

 

On addition, the bogie wheels and arcs on the bogie frame have received two coats of black paint. 

Finally, work sorting out the Group's ISO has continued, helped by fitting a number of new shelves 

and now provides an organised store for restored parts.  

 



February 2011 

Wheels are still at Rileys’. Balance weights have been fitted to the wheels. Remaining to be 

completed includes filling the gaps with lead and fitting eccentrics to axle. They are expected to be 

on display at Didcot for 6023’s launch on 2 April 2011... we hope! 

 

Also in the offing, a pricing proposal on our boiler from LNWR Crewe. 

 

Loading gauge deliberations continue. Contacts with the Patriot project; working on the same issue, 

show that the VAB will accept 13 ft 1 in. KWG has completed initial drawings of the kinematic 

envelope with the boiler and cab elevations superimposed, based on a boiler centre line reduced by 

42 mm and a cab height reduced by 139 mm. These are major changes and will affect the way the 

loco looks, particularly its relationship to the tender. Using the extra inch allowed by the VAB 

appears not to help as the critical dimension is the top of the cab side which are 75 mm wider on 

each side than all other GW locos.  

 

Work continues on the left hand cab substructure. 

Running plate extension to support the spectacle  

plate is complete and the floor is drilled and fitted. 

The reverser screw is now fitted to the 

pedestal and awaits the reach rod, for which a 

redesign has been completed and costed.  

 
26/02/2011 - Running plate extension completed and footplate 

floor drilled ready for fitting.  
26/02/2011 - reverser screw fitted to reverser tower on 

footplate. 

Work has started to replace all the sleeve bearings on the three loco brake cross beams and pull rods 

(ex-Maindy Hall). Remetalling of all the bogie axlebox horn slots has been completed. One box is 

now complete and fitted. Another is on the machining table, while the last is awaiting machining.  

 

 
26/02/2011 - Trial fit if bogie axlebox in horn slots. viewed from 

the outside of the bogie frame. 

 
26/02/2011 - View of axlebox fitted into horn glides 

from inside the frames. 

The issue of filling the core holes on the bogie oil keeps has been resolved and now awaits the 

correct part. 

 

Work on the pipe connections and nipples for the loco vacuum reservoir is ongoing. 

 

Following a briefing to young engineers at Didcot Railway Centre in January, a Reading School 

pupil, Jamie Chandler, has joined us. He has received his site and safety brief and will join us for 

work on 12 March once he has obtained the necessary personal protective equipment (PPE). 

 



March - 2011 

A month of steady, if unspectacular progress and a major disappointment. The latter relates to the 

failure of Riley's to meet their own deadlines and the continued non appearance of 1014's wheels. 

Hopes of displaying them for the official launch of 6023 on 2 April looked increasingly unlikely as 

the month drew to a close. This is a source of considerable frustration, as essential measurements 

need to be taken from the finished wheel sets for the accurate machining of the main axleboxes, so 

that we can progress towards a rolling chassis confident that the bearing tolerances will be right for 

future, problem-free, mainline running. 

 

Keith W. Gilbert completed the necessary designs for height reduction, so that 1014 will be within 

the 13' 1" height allowance stipulated by Network Rail.  

 

An order has been made for parts for the Lot 354 reach rod, the material conforming with standard 

EN38. The 'old' reach rod and 'spare' reverser pedestal have been sold to the 6880 Project, so 

covering the cost of a new reach rod for 1014.  

 

Work continues on the bogie. All bogie axlebox horn slots have been remetalled. One is now 

complete, a second requires final fettling, the third is on the machining table, while the fourth awaits 

its turn. The core holes on the bogie axlebox oil keeps have been filled and the components 

identified.  

 

 
26/03/2011 - view of the underside of an assembled 

bogie axlebox showing the underkeep and filled core 

holes. 

 

 
26/03/2011 three restored bogie axlebox oil underkeeps, stamped 

'1014' and ready for assembly. 

The rear sandboxes have been attached to mainframes and the sandbox linkages are now being 

worked on. Work on the left hand cab understructure continues. The extension to the running plate is 

complete and the floor drilled and fitted. All sleeve bearings on the locomotive brake cross beams 

and pull rods (from 4942) are being replaced. 

 



April - 2011 

Frustrations, outlined in the March report, continue with implications for the project's short term 

progress such that Mike Cooper suggested that, "much of the work is dependant on the delivery of 

the wheels, the arrival of the reach rod components and procurement of replacement cabsides. If 

these do not come, it may be necessary to stand down some team members for a while". As indicated 

below, one of the three has been achieved and for another a solution is in hand. The non appearance 

of the wheels is still an outstanding issue, but the Chairman is on the case. 

Reach rod components were ordered in early April and at 

least two parts arrived, as scheduled, in late April. The first 

has been fitted. Work on the height reduction measures 

continues with the cab being the focus of attention. 

Measurement of the cabsides produced prior to the 

formation of the Project Group shows a number of 

significant dimensional errors. Following production of 

drawings for a new cab to appropriate dimensions, the 

suggested easiest solution to order new cabside steel and 

use the existing steel for other purposes, is being 

considered.   
23/04/2011 - reach rod support post fixed into 

position on running plate. 

Conformability with Network Rail's loading gauge has impacted on other aspects of project planning 

and procurement. Two clack boxes have been ordered on the back of an order by the 2999 team. 

Once seating of the safety valve in a revised height boiler is confirmed, design changes on the 

spindles/springs of the safety valve will form part of the modified safety valve/top feed arrangement, 

helped by receipt of an engineering design paper relating to the same issue as encountered and 

overcome by the 6024 Society. The final design-file for the work to reduce the height of the 

locomotive will be prepared shortly.  

 
09/04/2011 - right hand, front sandbox, restored and fitted to 

mainframes. 

Meanwhile restoration of other items 

continues. Early in the month both front 

and rear sandboxes, now fully restored, 

were fitted to the mainframes. Later, 

fitting of the cab operating gear for the 

sanders began, though the supply pipes 

will not be fitted until the wheels are in 

position. Other work completed 

included machining of the new right 

hand rear cylinder cover and fitting of 

replacement cylinder drain nipples.  

 
09/04/2011 - completed new right hand rear cylinder cover. 

 
23/04/2011 - replacement cylinder drain nipple 

fitted. 

Test results from our metallurgist on the outside motion components forged last autumn, confirm 

their acceptance, consequently Ufone have been sent our cheque.  

Work on the bogie continues, with the machining of both front axleboxes being complete.  

 



May 2011 

Still no sign of the wheels ... but the Chairman visited Riley's recently and reported that the lead had 

been poured into the space between the plates attached to the wheels and await balancing. The 

eccentrics still need to be fitted. Otherwise it was a month of slowish, but essential progress.  

 

Dimension and alignment issues on left hand side of the cab addressed and almost fully rectified, as 

shown in images below, along with others showing the usually hidden left hand side - being revealed 

by clearance of stores alongside, which also improves access.  

 

 
28/05/2011 - view overlooking footplate in left hand 

side of cab, showing plating fitted, splasher and fire 

irons tunnel. 

 
28/05/2011 - view looking forward from ground level if fixtures on  

left hand side of cab underside 

 
28/05/2011 - view of reverser tower, with screw 

mechanism fitted from  

left hand side of footplate 
 

28/05/2011 - underside of left hand side of cab area showing  

new rear sandbox in position. 

 
28/05/2011 - front, left hand, sandbox as fitted to 

frames. 

 
28/05/2011 - view between the frames of the bogie pivot - 

1014's double  

chimney may be seen stored between frames. 

Work continues in manufacturing new sleeve bearings for the three brake cross beams and for the 

H44 brake hangers, as well as machining pipe connections and nipples for the locomotive's vacuum 

reservoir. 

 

KWG collected some of the components for the Lot 354 reach rod from Tadley Engineering, which 

along with 3" x 0.75" steel bar have been assembled and welded to form the top end of the reach rod.  



 
28/05/2011 - partly finished, new reach rod 

 
28/05/2011 - Bogie frame being prepared to receive 

the wheel sets. 

- three bearings to be fitted. 

Work to complete the bogie continues. Three of the 

axleboxes have had the horn slots machined, while the 

final one is being worked on. Assembly of the bogie 

sooner rather than later?  

The proposed height reduction measures have almost been completed and recommendations will be 

presented in the near future. Once this is done, the replacement cabsides will be ordered.  

 



June 2011 

As indicated previously, the pace of the project has slowed somewhat as the availability of works 

tasks decreases because of the reduction in delivery of manufactured parts, which is beyond the 

Project's control. Although some progress has been reported at Riley's with the wheel balancing, the 

eccentric sheaves still have to be machined, thus we still await delivery of the wheels. Once that 

occurs, essential measurements can be taken and work on the main bearings can start.  
 

At the beginning of the month purchase of a pair of valve spindles from the 6984 Project Group was 

completed. The first has been stripped, by Graeme McEwan, one of our young engineers, in 

readiness for cleaning, conditioning and assessment for repairs.  
 

Gary continues to produce sleeve bearings for the cross beams and H44 brake hangers.  

Adjustments to the left hand side cab footplate have been completed. The cab sanding levers, cross 

rods and rear sandboxes have been fitted and operate satisfactorily. 
 

While design work on the boiler moves forward, two clack valve bodies have been received. 
 

 
18/06/2011 - draw hooks - the upper, rather corroded item is for the 

tender and will have to be replaced. The lower example is for the 

locomotive. 

In the Society's stores, a restored and usable 

locomotive draw hook was found and will 

be used on 1014. 

 

The tender draw hook is corroded and will 

be replaced by a newly forged hook. The 

old hook is to be sold to another restoration 

project. 

Meanwhile, work reassembling the front bogie 

continues apace. Machining of the bogie axleboxes is 

complete and fettling and cleaning of the threaded holes 

continues. Some outstanding lubrication issues relating 

to the axleboxes have been investigated and solved. 

Trial fitting of two axleboxes on the wheels and in the 

hornglides has been undertaken. Minor work is required 

on the remaining two axleboxes to ease their fit.  

18/06/2011 - Bogie reassembly squad 
 

 
04/06/2011 - checking dimensions on a bogie axlebox during the 

fettling and cleaning process. 

 
18/06/2011 - trial fit of completed axleboxes to bogie 

wheel-set. 

Work on gauging issues continues. Nigel Trotter, based on the North York Moors Railway, who has 

gauged numerous locomotives for main line running as well as the Pendalinos for the West Coast 

Main Line is being consulted and asked to compare the 1014 Project's AutoCAD outlines with his 

gauging envelope program to identify any gauging clashes.  

 



July 2011 

A month of planning and waiting, with some positives.  

The wheels have not arrived ... but more optimistic signs emanate from Riley's. Denis Howells has 

been contacted and has confirmed the machining requirements for the eccentrics.  

A priced schedule of work has been received from the boilersmith at LNW Crewe. This is being 

examined and our future strategy for the boiler is under discussion. It has been decided to add 

construction and attachment of the smokebox to the specification. Many issues still have to be 

considered/discussed before any orders are made, especially addressing concerns relating to the 

attitudes of the VAB and the GWS Insurers towards, what will essentially be, a new boiler.  

 

Work continues on the bogie. Two of the four 

axleboxes require minor remedial work. 

However, two axleboxes have been fitted in 

to the guides and on the wheels with oil keeps 

fitted. Assembly of the latter was facilitated 

by the delivery from Armstrong Oilers of the 

axlebox trimmings.  

 
27/07/2011 - bogie showing wheels fitted into axleboxes, which in 

turn have been placed into guides. 

Work continues on the production of the sleeve bearings for the three brake cross beams and the H44 

brake hangers. 

 

Work is also underway in refurbishing and fitting the rodding to the front sandboxes. 

The draw gear from the rear of the locomotive has been recovered, cleaned and painted. One 

pressure plate and one nut will need to be replaced and other parts straightened and made good.  

 

Nigel Trotter (NYMR) has confirmed the majority of our concerns relating to gauging 1014. He will 

run our AutoCAD outline of the proposed changes to 1014's outline against his gauging program, 

before final decisions are made about the final gauge envelope for 1014.  

 

And finally ... Mike Cooper has been asked to provide information and images for an article in 

Heritage Railways - a couple of his images follow taken from that well-known vantage point, 4079 

Pendennis Castle: 

 
27/07/2011 - front end of the frames and running plate. 

 
27/07/2011 -the rear end of the frames and running plate showing 

under cab modifications, reverser tower and screw mechanism in 

place. 

 



August 2011 

Work Week 

 

An excellent turnout from a very motivated team during a spell of extremely hot weather with one 

very wet day, and all our objectives achieved. Thanks are due also to the Operations Manager, 

Maurice, crane operator and 'Zep', shunter/slinger, without whom we could not have moved the 

tender parts on Friday and Peter Gransden.  

 

The wheels are almost complete and await formal acceptance from Denis Howells who is 

supervising their production. Delivery should follow soon after, hopefully in September. Once they 

arrive the main effort will be directed towards re-wheeling the locomotive. 

All the bogie axleboxes have been fitted in the guides and the bogie is sitting on its wheels, an 

operation was not without its dramas and the invaluable help of Pete Gransden has to be 

acknowledged to get us where we are. We now have to mill out the wiping oil pads, clean/polish the 

axle boxes, trammel the wheels and resolve how to seal a ¼ inch gap between the axle and the oil 

keeps, which appears excessive and will cause excessive oil throw.  

 
06/08/2011 - James starting work on the valve spindle 

Detailed cleaning of the first valve 

spindle has commenced. Whilst its 

specification has not been analysed in 

depth, we understand that it is size B and 

thus a tight fit in our valve chest, 

indicating a requirement for a valve 

chest rebore or a new set of piston valve 

centres. 

 

The sleeve bearings have been completed and await fitting to the brake cross beams.  

 

Riveting of the left hand side of the frames, footplating and steps is complete. We are told that the 

quality of our riveting is better than most contractors and better that that of Swindon. The dismantled 

footplating is now being refitted and the next steps for the cab planned.  

 
06/08/2011 - riveting the left hand side of the footplate 

 
06/08/2011 - detailed view of footplate support 

bracket riveted to the frames. 

 

Following Work Week, progress was maintained, with progress being made on a number of fronts. 

 

Work continues on the plans for the boiler, with initial plans being recast to phase expenditure. Care 



is being taken to anticipate potential concerns of the Society's insurers and the VAB for what is 

basically a new boiler. KWG is on the case. 

 

The gauging issue is moving forward, now Nigel Trotter has returned to work. All necessary 

drawings have been passed on to him, except for GWR Dwg no. 125018, showing maximum throw 

over curves. This drawing is known to exist but has not yet been located - NRM are searching their 

files.  

 

All four bogie axleboxes have been fitted into the guides, thus the bogie is on its wheels. Work 

continues with fitting the oil keeps and designing an underthrust doughnut to fit the rear axle.  

 

Two vacuum pumps have been allocated to the Project by Dennis Howells. They will be stripped 

down and assessed prior to overhauling the component parts, using the good bits from each to 

produce one good, working item.  

 

The first of the donated valve spindles is subject to detailed cleaning. Once complete its condition 

will be assessed and its dimensions relating to the valve bores and rings will be measured.  

 

Rodding to the front sandboxes is now complete. In addition, the new sleeve bearings have been 

fitted to the three locomotive brake cross beams. Gary Davies has now started production of sleeve 

bearings for the lower part of the brake hangers.  

 



September 2011 

Headline news - the wheels were formally accepted at a meeting in Riley's at Bury on 22 September. 

Some work remains to be completed, but Mike Cooper and Dennis Howells agreed it would be better 

for them to be transported to Didcot Railway Centre for this to be undertaken. Movement to Didcot 

is likely to be in mid October. 

 

Mike Cooper wishes to thank Dennis Howells for all his hard work in running the contract, which he 

acknowledges has been very frustrating!! 

  

 
22/09/2011 - Dennis Howells and Wayne Jones the VAB 

representative, inspecting the almost complete wheel sets at 

Bury. 
 

22/09/2011 - Main driving wheel - larger crank pin for 

both coupling and connecting rods. 

 
22/09/2011 - close-up showing the valve gear eccentrics fitted to 

the axle of the main/middle driving wheels 

 
22/09/2011 - leading driving wheel set 

 

All four bogie axleboxes are fitted and the bogie rests on its wheels. Work continues to fine-tune the 

fit of the oil keeps. 

 

When the wheels arrive, various essential measurements will be taken, whereupon work can 

commence on the main axleboxes. Indeed, this will be part of a 'surge onto the bogie and main 

axleboxes to get the loco rolling'.  

 

Planning continues with regard to the boiler. A meeting is to be scheduled in the near future with the 

Chairman and boilersmith to confirm the work required and consider the costings. 

 

All the components for the reach rod have been 

delivered. Assembly and fettling continues, with the 

wayshaft locked in neutral gear to permit further 

adjustment of the components to Lot 354 

dimensions.   
10/09/2011 - Reach rod components fitted together and 

into position. 

 

Gary Davies has completed 95% of the work on the sleeve bearings for the locomotive brake 

crossbeams and hangers. Bearings to be pressed into position, when grease nipples manufactured and 

fitted.  



 
10/09/2011 - Front sanding rod restraint completed and fitted 

Machining the front valve spindle glands has 

started 

 

Work to clean-up and assess the vacuum pump allocated to the Project has found that it was 

originally from 7808, but is also marked 6106! Over the years it has been robbed of parts for other 

projects so is incomplete. However, another pump, with a damaged casing has been obtained, so it is 

planned to make one good pump from the two, as apart from a piston and a set of rings we have all 

the necessary parts. This pump will be used on 1014 only as a short term measure, consequently 

plans are in-hand to make two new pumps (one for 1014, the other for 4709) and thanks to Bob 

Meanley we have been able to send for quotes for a pattern to manufacture the casings, which would 

then be available for hire to other organisations/projects requiring a similar piece of equipment. The 

first quote received suggested this would be expensive so the task is on the 'back burner' at present. 

  

 
10/09/2011 - Donor vacuum pump after external cleaning. 

 
10/09/2011- Dismantled vacuum pump showing the 

internal components retrieved from the two pumps 

allocated to the Project. 

 

Finally, the County set wish Graeme McEwan au revoir and every success in his university career.  

 



October - 2011 

The month was dominated by the arrival at Didcot West Yard from Bury of 1014's driving wheels on 

October 18, a job supervised for GWS by Roger Orchard and for Axle Haulage by Peter Ling - 

thanks to both. 

 

 
18/10/2011 - wheels as delivered to Didcot West Yard on 

flat bed of Axle Haulage's lorry. (Frank Dumbleton) 
 

18/10/2011 - First set of wheels being lifted in readiness for 

placement in GWS wagon for movement into Didcot Railway 

Centre. (Frank Dumbleton) 

 

 
18/10/2011 - The second set of driving wheels being lifted 

off the flatbed. (Frank Dumbleton) 

 

 
18/10/2011 - The sun shines on the County Project - another 

set of driving wheels are lowered into the awaiting transfer 

wagon. (Frank Dumbleton) 

 
18/10/2011 Having been lifted the middle set of driving 

wheels are moved towards the awaiting transfer wagon. 

(Frank Dumbleton) 

 
18/10/2011 - Middle set of driving wheels showing the 

eccentrics fitted to the axle. (Frank Dumbleton) 

 

The wheels were 'tripped' into Didcot Railway Centre on 22 October. Having secured a military 

shelter, Mike Cooper, is negotiating a location for the shelter, near a power source where a work 

group will clean, paint and protect bare metal surfaces and prepare the wheel sets for fitting under the 

frames. This will be accompanied by a labour 'surge' on the bogie and main axle boxes. 

 

However, this is not the beginning of the end, but the end of the beginning (I have heard that 

somewhere before!), for as Mike Cooper says: "we have waited a long time for the arrival of our 

wheels from Riley's and the pressure is now on the project team to transform 1014 into a rolling 

chassis.  Once we have such a chassis it is an indicator that the project is reaching a critical point in 

its maturity and, at some point in the future, there will definitely be a County strutting its stuff on the 

main line.  But we cannot rest on our laurels as the our next big hurdle is the boiler rebuild." 

  



Meetings with the boilersmith, Mike Bodsworth, and a group including the Project VAB and 

insurers, relating to the boiler are scheduled for 3 November, by which time Nigel Trotter has 

promised to provide gauging plans appropriate for the boiler.  

Having failed to find an existing example, KWG is starting work on AutoCAD to undertake design 

work for the superheater header, the production of which is likely to require a pattern to be made.  

 

The bogie has now rolled on its wheels and fettling of 

the oilkeeps is complete. The frame is now supported 

on two trestles, with wheels removed, in preparation 

for final cleaning of axleboxes and keeps of all swarf 

and drilling the outer faces for the wiping oilpads. 

KWG has also completed work on an add-on axle ring 

assembly for the rear wheel – the original ones not 

being present. These will be made by Yeo Engineering. 
 

08/10/2011 - Bogie resting on trestles in readiness for 

final fitting of axleboxes and the add-on axle ring 

assembly to replace the missing originals. 

The Project has benefitted from gifts of some useful parts: 

1) Cab watering cock from Chris Denton of the Swindon & Cricklade Railway. 

2) Clack box covers courtesy of Pete Chapman of the 2999 (Saint) Project.  

Many thanks to all concerned.  

Realignment of the rear section of the reach rod onto the reverser screw has been completed so the 

assembly can now be welded up.  

Preparation of the main spring gear links for fitting has been completed. All parts connected with re-

wheeling will be similarly checked and treated. 

Fabrication of the locomotive vacuum reservoir has been started:  

 

 
08/10/2011 - commencement of the rolling process. 

 
 

08/10/2011 - reservoir rolling almost complete. 

 
08/10/2011 - Brake reservoir rolled and tack- welded. 

This brake reservoir will eventually sit 

behind the buffer beam.  

Following rolling and tack-welding, 

preparation of the two ends is under way. 

 



November - 2011 

The driving wheels have been moved to the road 

leading off the turntable adjacent to the Black 

Python. It is imperative they are moved under 

cover as soon as possible, consequently a shelter 

has been ordered from Danport which should 

arrive by the end of November. The shelter 

procured should be large enough to accommodate 

work on the tender underframe. The design and 

acquisition file for the wheels was handed over to 

the Project by Dennis Howells on 12 November in 

a brief ceremony. LaDonna and a small team will 

handle all the cosmetic cleaning and bare metal 

protection at Didcot Railway Centre.  

 
12/12/2011 - Dennis Howells, Locomotive Manager & 

Wheels Contract Manager handing over the Project File 

for the wheels to Mike Cooper, Project Manager. 

 

A new workstream under Geoff Gore has been established to plan and oversee the re-wheeling of the 

chassis. As part of this process, measurement of and refurbishment of the main axleboxes is in hand.  

 

The wiping lubricator slots in bogie axleboxes are now being cleaned out, and minor repairs carried 

out, in preparation for final assembly. The spring hanger bolts have had their shafts bitumen coated, 

and the oil sump covers repaired and painted.  

 

 
19/11/2011 - Spring hanger bolts coated in bitumen. 

 
19/11/2011 - Completed locomotive vacuum reservoir. 

 

Fabrication of the loco vacuum reservoir is now complete - ultimately this item will be located 

behind the buffer beam. A vacuum test is to be carried out in late November. 

All major work on the reach rod has been completed, consequently it has been mounted on the 

frame. The last job is to locate the split pin hole in the wayshaft lever pin.  

 
19/11/2011 - The completed reach rod assembly. The bar below the reach rod, running parallel with and along the running 

plate is the front sandboxes linkage. The little excrescence to the right of the reach rod steady is an anti- bowing block 

present on all Lot 354 locomotives, but not shown on any drawings, but was put together by reference to photographs. 

 

Cleaning the front coupling hook, brake pull link, cylinder drain cock lever and reverser screw cover 

has also been undertaken. 

  



 

A number of planning issues have received attention: 

 The boiler meeting, held on 3 November, went well although the “novel and contentious” 

proposals did not find favour thus the engineering will be conservative. The schedule 

document, forming the main part of the contract document, has been recast and passed back 

to our boiler smith for his views. Once a firm schedule has been drawn-up, we will hold a 

second meeting with the Society’s boiler consultant, our insurer and the Project’s VAB, at 

which agreement will be sought for the scope of works. It is likely the boiler will move to 

Crewe in mid-2012.  

 KWG has located an engineer able to produce a 3D AutoCAD of the superheater header 

which can then form the basis for a resin pattern. This is to be followed-up and, in 

conjunction with a firm in High Wycombe, estimated costings will be sought. This follows a 

recognition that there is considerable engineering risk in using a second hand header, even if 

the holy grail for this component does exist, because of the potential for bad corrosion and 

cracking.  

 Following lengthy discussions a survey of the Modified Hall and 2885 class eccentric straps 

will be undertaken to confirm the strap dimensions. These components will be cast in EN 8. 

 Consultations continue with Nigel Trotter to inform us of any gauging issues that need to be 

taken into account to ensure 1014 will have wide utility for the main line. To date, his advice 

is to work towards a maximum height of 13 ft (3962 mm) and KWG has stated this is 

congruent with the alterations that we are considering.  

 Finally, more useful parts have been located in security, including patterns for cylinder drain 

cocks and the smokebox steam lance. 

 



December – 2011 

Having been moved into Didcot 

Railway Centre the wheels have been 

placed on one of the turntable roads 

alongside 6023 and await further 

movement into sheltered 

accommodation. The latter, a Dancover 

works shelter, has been delivered and 

was erected on No 3 Road between the 

Engine Shed and the Works. It is now 

imperative that the wheels are moved 

under cover, as soon as possible to 

prevent any weathering. LaD and a 

small team will handle all the cosmetic 

cleaning and bare metal protection at 

DRC once the wheels are moved from 

the turntable area. 

 
17/12/2011 - wheels temporarily stored on a turntable road. (Terry 

McCarthy) 

 
10/12/2011 - Exterior view of erected Dancover 

work shelter, now awaiting arrival of the driving 

wheels - planned for January 2012.  
10/12/2011 - interior view of Dancover work shelter. 

 

Measurement of and planning for the refurbishment of the main axleboxes is well in hand. Matthew 

Wilkins is acting as Geoff Gore’s assistant.  
 

Meanwhile other work continues. Mike Cooper is expecting the final boiler works schedule from 

Richard Watkins (Crewe) before Christmas. Once that has been received, and there are no further 

clarifications, he will liaise with Mike Bosworth over the contract. It is expected the boiler will be 

moved to Crewe in mid-2012. 
 

A check was carried out of 3822 and 6998 at Didcot confirming the Modified Hall and 38xx 

eccentric straps have the same dimensions - 3 1/ 8 inches wide and 16 7/ 8 inches inner diameter. 

The County inner motion is all based on Lot 350 (Modified Hall), thus the strap patterns used on 

3814 suit our purposes. These components will be cast in EN 8. Dialogue will now be opened with 

the owner of 3814. 

 

Gary Davies continues to fettle the 

brake hanger brackets, for which shims 

have been delivered. 

 

 
17/12/2011 - Close-up of Gary's work, fitting the 

grease nipples on the brake hangers to aid 

lubrication of the bearings. (Terry McCarthy) 

 

Vic Laird was encountered cleaning and priming one of 

two links we have between the loco brake cross shaft (from 

the vacuum cylinder) and the brake rodding to the beams 

and hangers ( we also have the corresponding pair for the 

tender). Finding these as stock items, forged at Swindon, is 

a huge cost saving.  

 

 

17/12/2011 - restoration at work! 

Vic Laird painting a cleaned brake 

link  

(Terry McCarthy) 



 
17/12/2011 - view of the right hand side 

of the cab area showing progress 

including linkage to sand boxes. (Terry 

McCarthy) 

 
17/12/2011 - close-up of completed front sand box linkage (Terry 

McCarthy) 

 

Often overlooked, but essential, the linkage between the 

cab controls and the sand boxes. This is well on the way to 

completion. 

 

Now a happy tradition, the 'County Set' Christmas Party (in conjunction with the 4079 Group), 

organised very efficiently by LaDonna and addressed by the Chairman, rounded off the year.  

 
17/12/2012 - the 'County Set' relaxing after another year of toil and effort. (Terry McCarthy) 

And finally Mike Cooper's (our Project Manager) end of year report: 

 

2011 was a bit like the curate’s egg; good in parts. Our wheels were eventually accepted from Ian 

Riley on 22 September (some 15 months late) and arrived at Didcot Railway Centre on 18 October, 

courtesy of Axle Haulage. Since then a works shelter has been purchased in which to store them and 

allowing work to continue on them throughout the winter. A major implication of their delayed 

delivery is that project progress has been put back at least a year, with difficulties on the bogie being 

an additional frustration.  

 

Work Week saw a major effort on riveting both the locomotive running plate, frame and the tender 

ladder frame, the latter having been converted to Lot A180 specification. The base of the tender 

superstructure, together with the filter box and water scoop mount and the ladder frame, are now 

complete and we eventually gleaned enough information to accurately specify both the front and rear 

tender dragboxes, the patterns for which are now in process of being made. The reverser tower, 

reverser gear, reach rod and reach rod steady are all now installed; much of this being new work. All 

four sandboxes are now complete, together with their linkages.  

Various benefactors have gifted us components; for example, we now have both whistles and a 

whistle shield, as well as parts for the cab. In this context, I really am most grateful to all our 

supporters for whatever they have done for the project. We have also acquired all the piston valve 

chest covers and one valve spindle, and are working on manufacturing the eccentric straps. We have 

contracted with other restoration projects outside the Society for a tender vacuum cylinder piston and 

cover, as well as the tender draw hook. The main locomotive brake crossbeams and hangers are 

complete and detailed fettling of the hanger brackets continues. A search in the stores has yielded 

brake components, patterns, a set of cylinder drain cock gear and a virtually complete vacuum pump 

as well as a new set of locomotive/tender draw links. We have also completed the in-house 

manufacture of the locomotive vacuum brake reservoir. And, as an end of year flourish, on 1 

December together with Multi-Tech Engineering, our prime contractor, we accepted a pair of blank 

tender main frames and the front and rear tender buffing plates from Northern Profile of Wakefield. 

  



Finally some statistics - As at early December 2011, 47,228 hits on the website – double the figure 

from December 2010. Total project spend to date £305,705, 2011 spend £21,496. Total 2415 hours 

worked (2010 total 2460hrs). Total support hours approximately 565, much the same as 2010. 

Average 2011 workday turnout 11, the same as 2010.  

 


